Regarding these  streams  M e g a s t h e n e s a s-serts that none of them is inferior to the M a i-
Ko so an os.—Cosoagus is tlie form of th.fi name in. Pliny, and hence it lias been taken to be the representative of the Sanskrit Kan s h ik i, the river now called the Kosi. Schwaubeck, however, thinks it represents the SanskritKostiv&ha, ('treasure-bearing'), and that it is therefore an epithet of the Son, like Hiranyav&liap, which has the same moaning. It seems somewhat to favour this view that Arrian in his enumeration places the Koaoa-nos between the Erannoboas and the Son.
Sonos.—The Son, which now joins the Ga.nges ten miles above Din&pivr. The word is considered to be a contraction of the Sanskrit Suvarna (Snvarma), * golden,' and may have been given as a name to the river either because its sands were yellow, or because they contained gold dust.
Sittokati s.—It has not been ascertained what river was denoted by this name, but St.-Martin thinks it may be the representative of the Sa-dfikfratfi-—a. river now unknown, but mentioned in the Malw.bh<lrata> along •with the Kousadhara (the Kosi), the SadnnirA (the Kara-toy a), and the Adhrichya, (the Atreyi), from -which it is evident that it belonged to the northern parts of Bengal.
S ol o m a t i s.—It has not been ascertained what river was denoted by this name. Gcencral Cunningham in one of his maps gives the Solomatisas a name of the S a ra n j n or Sarjn, a tributary of the Ghagrft; while Bonfey and others would identify it with the famous S a ra s v a 11 or Sarsuti, which, according to the legends, after disappearing underground, joined the Ganges at Allah&bad. Them is more probability, however, in Lassen's .suggestion, that, the word somewhat erroneously transliterates fiwfovait, the name of a city of Kosala mentioned by Kalidasa and in the PurAnas, where it appears generally in the form fSravastt. This city stood on a river v;hieh, though nowhere mentioned by name, must also have been called Siartwatt, since there is an obvious connexion r..:t-,voon that name and the name by which the river of that district is now known— the E a p t i.
Kondochate s.—Now the G a n d a, k,—in Sanskrit, Gandaki or Gandakavati (ptvoKepo€Ls)9—because of its abounding in a kind of alligator having a horn-liko projection on its nose. It skirted the eastern border of }£6sala, joining the Ganges opposite Palibothxa,
Sambo s.—Tiiis has no Sanskrit equivalent. It perhaps designated the G n m 15, which is said to go by the name of the Sambouata part of its course below Lucknow.

